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The EGGER Group is one of the world’s leading 
wood-based solutions manufacturers. Founded 
in 1961, it has 20 plants and operates 27 sales 
offices worldwide. EGGER products are found in 
many residential and commercial spaces, including 
kitchens, bathrooms, bedrooms, offices, hotels and 
retail settings.

Our promise “More from Wood” means we don’t stop at furniture and interior design products. EGGER also offers 
wood-based flooring (laminate, cork and design floors), as well as building products.

Depending on the setting where they are installed, floors may require 
specific properties, from water resistance to resiliency. They should also 
be easy and quick to install, durable, easy to clean and environmentally 
friendly. With three different flooring categories, EGGER offers the right 
solution for all our customer needs.
www.egger.com/flooring

Whatever your project, EGGER Building Products ensures success, with 
reliable solutions that make your work efficient and trouble-free. You 
can choose from a wide range of environmentally-friendly OSB flooring 
and straight-edged boards, square-edged boards, DHF underlay boards, 
Ergo Boards, Roofing Boards and timber.
www.egger.com/building

The EGGER Group

More than just Furniture and Interior Design

 Sales Locations

1 Tours | France
2  Kortrijk | Belgium
3  Tistrup | Denmark
4  Kriens | Switzerland
5  Treviso | Italy
6  ŠenČur | Slovenia
7  Varaždin | Croatia
8  Hradec Krălově | Czech Republic
9 Poznań | Poland
10 Budapest | Hungary
11 Smederevo | Serbia
12 Sofia | Bulgaria
13 Bucureşti | Romania
14 Gebze | Turkey
15 Vilnius | Lithuania
16 Minsk | Belarus
17 Kiev | Ukraine
18 Moscow | Russia
19 Almaty | Kazakhstan
20 Shanghai | China
21 Tokyo | Japan
22 New Delhi | India
23 Santiago de Chile | Chile
24 Melbourne | Australia
25 Lexington, NC | United States
26 Buenos Aires | Argentina
27 Ho Chi Minh City | Vietnam

 Production Sites

1  St. Johann in Tirol | Austria
2 Wörgl | Austria
3  Unterradlberg | Austria
4 Brilon | Germany
5  Bevern | Germany
6  Gifhorn | Germany
7  Bünde | Germany
8 Marienmünster | Germany
9  Wismar | Germany
10  Hexham | United Kingdom
11  Barony | United Kingdom
12 Rambervillers | France
13  Rion des Landes | France
14  Shuya | Russia
15  Gagarin | Russia
16  Rădăuţi | Romania
17  Gebze | Turkey
18  Concordia | Argentina
19 Biskupiec | Poland
20 Lexington, NC | United States
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...and you can now get an idea of how exactly this 
is done. For selected products in this brochure, 
we disclose information on their environmental 
performance:

Wood-based Materials Contribute to 
Climate Protection …

Full Transparency from Us and No Paperwork for You 
Save time and effort on public proposal or sustainably – certified projects when it comes to submitting the right documents. 
Information on environmental and health aspects is already available – thanks to “fully declared” EGGER products.

 → Find out more at www.egger.com/environment

 → For more information visit   
www.egger.com/ecofacts

Product Construction
(Example: Eurodekor TFL Particleboard)

Carbon Footprint* 
Every product leaves traces on the climate. The 
CO2 footprint is one way to quantify a product’s 
climate impact. The raw material wood absorbs 
CO2 during its growth and stores it. CO2 is emitted 
during transport and processing. The difference 
between the storage and the emission results in 
the CO2 footprint. Our wood-based products have a 
minimal carbon footprint because more CO2 is bound 
in the product than is emitted during transport and 
processing. 

Contribution to the Bioeconomy** 
Wood grows back in a few decades, while fossil 
raw materials need millions of years to develop. It 
is therefore important to use more renewable raw 
materials. This indicator shows how much of the 
material used to manufacture the product comes 
from renewable resources (wood, paper) and how 
much of the material comes from fossil resources 
(glue, wax, resin). This provides a transparent 
measure of a product’s contribution to the 
bioeconomy. 

Contribution to the Recycling Economy** 
To conserve natural resources, we must reuse, 
recycle and recover existing products in the best 
possible way. This indicator shows how well this 
works in practice. It presents the ingredients of a 
product in categories: Recycled materials (e.g. old 
furniture parts or pallets) and by-products from the 
sawmill industry (e.g. wood chips or sawdust), which 
contribute to the circular economy. The remaining 
product components come from fresh resources, 
such as thinning wood, glue and paper.

The Environmental Cycle –  
Why sustainability is more than just a word for us.

Renewable Energy 
We turn biogenic fuels, which 
can no longer be used, into 
heat and green electricity 
in our own biomass power 
plants.

Wood-based Materials Production 
and Further Processing
To continually improve our 
environmental performance in the 
production process, we are opting for 
internationally certified energy and 
environmental management systems 
in accordance with ISO 50001, ISO 
14001 and EMAS. 

Recycling
Recycled wood, consisting 
of waste wood from 
disposed goods and those 
not fit for sale, is prepared 
and used for particleboard 
production.

Sawmill
28,251,733 cubic feet of spruce and 
pine logs from sustainable forests 
are felled every year at our sawmill 
in Brilon. Sawmill byproducts are 
directly processed further in the 
wood-based materials production. 

Consumer/Product Environmental 
Performance Assessments
We provide full transparency 
with Environmental Product 
Declarations (EPDs). They provide 
professionals with important 
information on environmental 
and health aspects, and are also 
available to interested end-users 
for each of our product categories. 

Sustainable Forestry
We deal responsibly with forests and 
the environment and are PEFC and 
FSC®certified, where applicable.
Depending on availability, certified 
sales according to the respective 
standards are possible. In accordance 
with the EU Timber Regulation 
(EUTR), we only procure wood for the 
respective plant from controlled or 
certified suppliers in the region. * externally verified calculation according to EN 15804, see EPD

** unverified calculation according to own method, percentage by weight

EHD =  Environmental & 
Health Datasheet

– 13,3 kg CO₂ / m2

85 % material from 
renewable resources
15 % material from fossile 
resources

27 % recycled material 
32 % by-products from the 
sawmill industry
41 % fresh resources

*Applicability or availability of components or processes, including but 
not limited to the use of recycled or post-consumer products, the use 
of renewable or biomass power plants, and forestry or environmental 
certifications may vary depending on country of manufacturing/origin, or 
availability of resources, and in accordance with local regulations.
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This brochure features the entire collection of 
products and decors, with textures and trends. It 
works hand-in-hand with the features and resources 
available in the new EGGER Decorative Collection 
App and at www.egger.com.

With the newly developed App, you always have the 
entire collection at your fingertips to help you and 
your clients with decision making. The App gives you 
easy access to the information you need to bring your 
ideas to life. For even more comprehensive customer 
support, samples are available in various formats, 
which you can order quickly and easily via the App.

  More information about the collection can be found 
at www.egger.com/decorative-collection

EGGER Decorative Collection 

The EGGER Decorative Collection App works hand-in-hand 
with this brochure to offer enhanced features.

1.  Download the EGGER Decorative Collection App to use with this brochure.

2.  Use the scan feature to capture decor codes in this brochure.

3.   Get access to:

 � Availability information
 � Full board and 3D decor views
 � Quick sample ordering
 � Suggested decor combinations

Get the Best from the 
EGGER Decorative Collection

Discover a world full of possibilities with our new EGGER 
Decorative Collection: More inspiration, more resources, 
more opportunity.

Download the EGGER Decorative 
Collection App now.

 

EGGER Decorative Collection App

 

EGGER Virtual Design Studio Online 

The EGGER Virtual Design Studio is an online tool to 
support your trend-oriented design consulting. Use 
our Virtual Design Studio to help your customers 
visualize options for easier decision making. With 
the touch of a button, you can customize various 
design or room settings with any of the decors in 
the EGGER Decorative Collection, as well as all the 
latest flooring decors. Use the comparison mode to 
test two designs in one room simultaneously. This 
free virtual tool can be easily integrated into your 
website.

Our Services
Decor Scans
CAD compatible decor scans can be downloaded at 
www.egger.com/myEgger.

Full board and 3D scans can be viewed using the 
EGGER Decorative Collection App.

Product Support Hotline
Contact our team with your questions.
t 844.977.0053
usa@egger.com
www.egger.com/sales-reps

Samples
Order via the EGGER Decorative Collection App or 
online at www.egger.com/samples.

Where to Buy
Find our distributors at www.egger.com/where-to-buy.

Availability Guide
Use the EGGER Decorative Collection App to easily 
check availability guide information by scanning the 
decor codes. Or, access our availability guide at
www.egger.com/availability.

Specification

Egger  
Decorative  
Collection

Matching TFL, Laminates and Edge Banding
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Eurodekor TFL and EGGER Laminates 

Melamine resin-impregnated 
decorative paper

Melamine resin-impregnated 
decorative paper

Eurospan Particleboard

Overlay (for printed decors)

Impregnated Soda kraft paper

Impregnated decorative paper

Balancer paper

Our Eurodekor TFL boards are produced by fusing 
resin-impregnated decor paper directly onto both 
sides of our Eurospan Particleboard substrate. Heat 
and pressure activate the resin to effectively seal the 
substrate.

TFL boards reproduce the look and feel of realistic 
woodgrain, stone or material designs. TFL panels 
deliver enhanced performance benefits and 
characteristics.

TFL is appropriate for residential, healthcare, 
hospitality, retail and other commercial settings. It 
is ideal for both horizontal and vertical applications 
including:

 � Cabinets
 � Closet Systems
 � Office Furniture
 � Store Fixtures
 � Architectural Wall Paneling

To learn more about our TFL products visit  
www.egger.com/TFL.

Laminates* are both versatile and hard-wearing. 
They are ideal for mid- to high-traffic surface areas, 
as well as curved applications and elements that 
require post-forming. Our laminates offer a multi-
layer construction, with a layer of resin-infused 
decorative paper on the surface and multiple layers 
of kraft paper in the core. Laminates must be bonded 
to a substrate, such as particleboard or MDF, during 
the finishing process.

Laminates are ideal for a variety of residential and 
commercial applications, such as

 � Tabletops and desktops
 � Countertops and backsplash panels
 � Cabinets
 � Door elements and wall claddings

To learn more about our laminates visit 
www.egger.com/laminates.

*Characteristics of HighGloss laminates vary from 
standard laminates.

Eurodekor TFL EGGER Laminates

 � A pre-fabricated panel only requiring cutting and 
edge banding

 � Impact and wear
 � Fade resistant
 � The decor paper is permanently fused to the 

substrate and won’t peel away

YOUR BENEFITS
Product Construction Product Construction
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Eurodekor TFL Substrates 
Decors in this collection are applied to either our Eurospan Particleboard or Medium Density Fiberboard (MDF), specified to meet 
your design needs, whether for residential or commercial areas.

Eurospan Particleboard 

As a substrate option, our Eurospan Particleboard is versatile and 
ideal for a variety of vertical and horizontal applications, such as 
cabinets, closet systems, office furniture, store fixtures and wall 
paneling. This substrate is also appropriate for use in healthcare 
and hospitality settings.  
 
Eurospan Particleboard is the substrate used to manufacture our 
Eurodekor TFL and Feelwood panels (shown in picture).

Medium Density Fiberboard 
(MDF) 
 
MDF provides a consistent, homogenous material, and is ideal 
for both residential and commercial applications, including wall 
paneling in retail and hospitality settings. MDF can be grooved or 
deep routered, and has excellent screw holding ability for heavy 
loads. The door core quality is also perfect for manufacturing 
membrane pressed, vinyl wrapped or 5-piece cabinet doors. 
MDF’s smooth surface can be painted, lacquered or left 
unfinished. 
 
MDF is the substrate used to manufacture our PerfectSense 
lacquered boards (shown in picture) and our Eurodekor TFL MDF 
Door Core panels.

H1180 ST37

U999 PM
U999 PG

Availability Guide
Use the EGGER Decorative Collection App to quickly and easily 
check availability guide information by scanning the decor 
codes. 

Or, download our availability guide at  
egger.com/availability.

Complementary Products
By working with trusted partners, we have developed 
complementary and matching products to enhance our range of 
decors.  

Through our partner suppliers, you can access 3D and 2D 
laminates (also known as thermoplastic foils) for TFL decors in 
our collection. Five-piece door mouldings are available for select 
decors. 
 
Information on suppliers and availability of all complementary 
products can be accessed at  
egger.com/availability.

How to Specify

Resources

Description Example 

Decor Code (Item number and texture) H1180 ST37

Decor Name Natural Halifax Oak

Panel / Substrate (TFL / Laminate / Edge Banding) TFL

Panel Dimensions (Thickness x Length x Width) ¾” x 5’ x 9’

Availability may vary. Please consult with your sales representative when specifying.

All products are in stock and available to order with a quick lead time. To learn more, contact us at usa@egger.com.



ABS Edge Banding
H3890 ST12

Eurodekor TFL
H3790 ST12

PerfectSense Topmatt Laminate
F812 PT

PerfectSense Topmatt  
Laminate F812 PT

Laminate Flooring
EPL166

ABS Edge Banding
U599 ST9

Eurodekor TFL
U599 ST9

PerfectSense Matt
F812 PM

Eurodekor TFL 
H3790 ST12

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions. 1514

Products for Furniture and Interior Design
Whether you are designing a residential space or working on a commercial project, EGGER offers 
you the decorative surfaces and materials you need from one single source—making your design 
work more flexible than ever. We offer our decors across an integrated range of surfaces, with a 
complete matching collection of TFL, laminates and edge banding. Product selection is fast and 
straightforward.



Eurodekor TFL
H1222 ST33

ABS Edge Banding
H1222 ST33

Eurodekor TFL
H3042 ST12

ABS Edge  
Banding

U732 ST9

Eurodekor TFL
U708 ST9

Eurodekor TFL
H1222 ST33

ABS Edge Banding
U708 ST9

Laminate
U732 ST9

Laminates with Colored Core
U8991 ST9

Eurodekor TFL
H3042 ST12

Laminate
U963 ST9

PerfectSense Topmatt Laminates
F641 PT

Eurodekor TFL
H3197 ST19

Laminates with Colored Core
U7081 ST9

Eurodekor TFL
U732 ST9

Laminate Flooring
EPL015

Design Flooring
EPD046

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions. 1716
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Match
Decor

System
Our perfect decor match system makes life 
easier by offering a comprehensive one-stop 
solution for all of your design concepts. All of 
our matching decors and wood-based solutions 
are manufactured by EGGER, not outsourced 
to other suppliers. This means all decors are 
produced on the same press plates, with 
identical decor papers to guarantee a match in 
both color and texture.

When it comes to your projects, you don’t want 
to compromise on design and quality. And you 
don’t have to thanks to our tried-and-true set 
of matching decors and materials. All decors 
are available in Eurodekor TFL Particleboard 
or Eurodekor TFL MDF Boards, as well as in 
laminate. We also offer you edge banding 
solutions that are perfectly matched to our 
decors and textures. 

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.

Use the App to scan any decor code on the following 
pages for more information about product and 
decor availability.



Whether for cabinet fronts, shelving, closets or wall 
claddings, it offers the ideal product solution for 
your furniture and interior design projects. Our TFL is 
produced by fusing resin-impregnated paper directly 
onto both sides of our Eurospan Particleboard. TFL 
boards reproduce the authentic look and feel of real 
wood, and can be easily cut, edged and processed.

 More information available at www.egger.com/TFL

 � Authentic decor and texture combinations that are 
convincingly realistic 

 � Ideal surface properties for durable applications 
(abrasion, scratch and fade resistant) 

 � Impact and wear resistant
 � Easy to process
 � Easy to clean and maintain therefore food safe
 � Environmentally friendly and recyclable 
 � Ready to use immediately – no oiling, staining or 

other protective measures needed 
 � Available in decors that coordinate with other 

products in our collection

YOUR BENEFITS

Melamine resin-impregnated 
decorative paper

Melamine resin-impregnated 
decorative paper

Melamine resin-impregnated 
decorative paper

MDF MB board

Eurospan Particleboard

Product Construction

Product Construction

20

H1221 ST33

U727 ST9

Scan decor codes using the App

Eurodekor TFL Particleboard Eurodekor TFL MDF Door Core 

– 13,3 kg CO₂ / m2

85 % material from  
renewable resources
15 % material from fossil 
resources

27 % recycled material 
32 % by-products from  
the sawmill industry 
41 % fresh resources

Designed to add value and quality while keeping 
costs low, our single-sided Eurodekor TFL MDF 
Door Core boards (in accordance with ISO 4586-
2) are ideal for cabinet fronts and 5-piece door 
applications. 

Resin-infused decorative paper is permanently fused 
to one side of raw MDF boards. The raw side can be 
profiled or routered and coated with materials such 
as paint or foil. 

These boards offer a quality high-performance 
solution that meets the aesthetic demands of 
contemporary design. Decor patterns and textures 
can be perfectly matched across our product range, 
including edge banding and laminates.

 � Surface is wear or scratch resistant in accordance with 
ISO 4586-2

 � Easy to process, profile or routered
 � Easy to coat on the raw MDF side
 � Environmentally friendly and recyclable 
 � Available in the authentic surfaces and textures

YOUR BENEFITS

W954

21All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.
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Product Construction

Overlay (for 
printed decors)

Impregnated Soda 
kraft paper

Decorative impregnated  
paper

Balancer paper

23

Laminates

2,29 kg CO₂ / m2

57 % material from  
renewable resources
43 % material from fossile 
resources

 � Durable, long lasting and easy to maintain 
 � Easy to clean (food safe)
 � Easy to process
 � High wear, impact and heat resistant
 � Scratch and fade resistant
 � Ideal for bonding on wood-based materials and 

other core materials 
 � Wood reproductions offer a cost-effective 

alternative to solid wood and veneer
 � Available in decors that coordinate with other 

products in our collection

YOUR BENEFITS

EGGER Laminates combine wear resistance with 
attractive design. They provide the ideal solution 
for horizontal and vertical surfaces in medium to 
high traffic areas. They are also ideal for curved or 
rounded elements. As a decorative material, they can 
be applied onto particleboard or MDF boards, as well 
as onto plywood boards or other core materials. Our 
standard quality laminates are postformable. MED-
certified (Marine Equipment Directive) laminates are 
also available for use in ship interior fittings.

  For more information, visit  
www.egger.com/laminates

U963 ST9

Scan the decor code using the App.

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions.



Our XL Laminates are available in a 81.1” × 109.84” 
(2,060 mm × 2,790 mm) format, making them ideal 
for large scale applications such as extra-wide interior 
doors, like those used in hospitals. 

These Feelwood decors offer remarkable authenticity. 
For particularly natural-looking wood with striking 
knots, cracks and grains, the decor format is 
expanded across the whole width of the laminate 
surface, with details repeating only twice on a 
half-format. Deeply textured embossed-in-register 
(EIR) finishes further highlight the realism of these 
laminates.

All XL Laminates are also MED-certified (Marine 
Equipment Directive), therefore suitable for use in 
shipbuilding.

  For more information please visit  
www.egger.com/feelwood

Laminates with a colored core consist of several 
layers of the same color decor paper. This center 
layer of decorative paper (instead of kraft paper) 
matches the surface decor. This provides a seamless 
finish, by minimizing the appearance of joint lines 
and visible edges. Laminates with colored core are 
classified as non-postformable.

  More information is available at  
www.egger.com/colored-core

 � Extra wide format provides remarkable authenticity 
for larger applications

 � Scratch and fade resistant
 � Natural look and feel for all Feelwood reproductions
 � High wear, impact and heat resistance

YOUR BENEFITS
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 � Seamless finish with nearly invisible joint lines
 � Highlights the laminate edge
 � High wear, impact and heat resistance
 � Scratch and fade resistant 
 � Hygienic and food safe

YOUR BENEFITS

24

H1222 ST33

U8991 ST9

U7081 ST9

Scan decor codes using the App

XL Laminates Laminates with Colored Core
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Edge  
Banding

Learn more at 
www.egger.com/edge-banding

Our more than 200 edge banding decors offer 
the perfect finish for all types of decorative 
surfaces. Matching edge banding is available 
for all TFL and laminate decors. Accent edge 
banding creates an exciting contrast in design. 
Our Feelwood end grain captures the natural 
appearance of sawn timber with a beautiful, 
natural character. 

Scan decor codes using the App.



H1222 ST33
Q1222 RO

Our Feelwood ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) 
End Grain Edge Banding replicates the appearance of 
sawn timber, depicting the annular rings of a tree cut 
across its length. Paired with Feelwood decors and 
longitudinal edge banding, end grain edge banding 
captures the look of natural solid wood.

ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) Edge Banding 
finishes the exposed edges of decorative wood-
based materials such as particleboard, MDF and 
lightweight boards. They provide the finishing touch 
for all our decorative surfaces. ABS edge banding 
perfectly matches the decor, texture and gloss levels 
of the decors within our collection. 

 � Color and texture perfectly coordinated with our TFL 
and laminate decors

 � Board material and edge banding from a single 
source saves time and effort 

 � Edge banding available with short lead times and 
one roll minimums

YOUR BENEFITS

 � Creates the look of sawn timber
 � Ideal for authentic, natural designs

YOUR BENEFITS

  For more details visit  
www.egger.com/end-grain

H3157 ST12

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions. 2928

Scan decor codes using the App

ABS Edge Banding ABS End Grain Edge Banding



U8801 PM

U599 PM
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With ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) and 
PMMA (PolyMethylMethAcrylat) Accent Edge Banding 
in our collection, a beautiful design effect can be 
achieved with minimal effort. Furniture design trends 
increasingly focus on combining various materials. 
Accent edge banding pairs with solid colors or wood 
and material reproductions for creative, eye-catching 
combinations.

 � Easy and cost-effective way to create a feature 
design element

 � Create trend-oriented designs with less effort 
 � Design eye-catching accents

YOUR BENEFITS

  For more information, visit  
www.egger.com/accent-edge

30

Scan the decor code using the App.

Doppia:
Doppia edge banding turns any piece of furniture into a 
design element in the room. Together with PerfectSense 
Matt or Gloss surfaces, this accent edge banding creates the 
illusion of real glass.

Used Metal:
This edge banding can create strong accents paired with 
solid white decors, adding a modern material contrast. 
Brown woodgrains or solid gray colors also work well with 
this edge banding.

Carbon:
Carbon edge banding can create a strong accent, bringing 
a material character into focus. Or, for a more harmonious 
contrast, combine with black or black wood types.

Multiplex:
The use of multiplex is returning to popularity in interior 
design. Multiplex edge banding makes it possible to create 
the look of a thinly-coated multiplex board with any of our 
solid color decors. 

Linea:
Linea edge banding provides a strong graphic accent on 
many solid decors, wood and material reproductions. It 
harmonizes particularly well with black or black wood types. 
The linear texture provides a tactile complement. 

ABS & PMMA Accent Edge Banding
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ABS Edge Banding Painting Grade PVC Edge Banding 

PVC Edge Banding provides the perfect finished 
edges for our TFL and laminate decors. PVC (polyvinyl 
chloride) is the original raw material used for edge 
banding within the industry. It is an impact-resistant, 
thermally-resilient, high-quality thermoplastic.

 � Ideal for machining; easy to bond and trim
 � Flexible structure with easy application

YOUR BENEFITS
ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene) Edge Banding 
Painting Grade offers the reliability of our traditional 
ABS edge banding, but with a surface that is suitable 
for painting or lacquering. Painting grade edge 
banding may be coated with solvent-based paints 
and many water-based paints.

 � Easy to process
 � Suitable for industrial or manual painting
 � Ideal for use with other paintable products,  

such as our paintable grade TFL

YOUR BENEFITS



PerfectSense Our high-quality PerfectSense super-matte and 
ultra-gloss surfaces combine visual perfection 
with a tactile experience, delivering an upscale 
look and feel to cabinetry, furniture and 
commercial interior design.

34

More information is available at  
www.egger.com/perfectsense

Scan decor codes on the following pages to 
get more information about product and decor 
availability in the App.

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions. 35



H3180 ST37

U961 PG U961 PM

Our high-quality PerfectSense Matt and Gloss 
lacquered boards are visually striking and offer 
excellent durability, with abrasion and scratch 
resistance. These boards are produced using 
medium density fiberboard (MDF) panels with a CCI 
UV coating, making them stand out from ordinary 
lacquered boards. 

 � High-gloss and matte lacquered MDF boards 
 � Abrasion and scratch resistant 
 � Shipped and delivered with protective film 
 � Significant freedom of design through the set of 

coordinated decor and material combinations with 
our TFL, laminates and edge banding. 

YOUR BENEFITS
PerfectSense Gloss (PG) surfaces offer a deep, 
mirror-like finish to add luxury to any space. Its 
reflective finish makes rooms appear lighter and 
larger. All PerfectSense Gloss UV lacquered MDF 
boards are available in laminates as HighGloss (HG).. 
Gloss levels may vary slightly between PG and HG.

  For more information, visit    
www.egger.com/PG

  For more details visit   
www.egger.com/PM

PerfectSense Matt (PM) surfaces provide a trendy, 
satiny smooth finish coupled with scratch and 
fingerprint resistance. The sophisticated look of 
PerfectSense Matt is also enhanced with a surface 
that has a soft-like touch and feel. All PerfectSense 
Matt UV lacquered MDF boards are available in 
laminates as PerfectSense Topmatt (PT).

 � Ideal for creating exclusive and modern furniture 
design

 � Impact resistant
 � Stands out for its unblemished surface, extreme 

reflective appearance and exceptional mirror-like 
effect

 � Fingerprint- and scratch-resistant surface prevents 
smudges and marks even on high-touch surfaces, 
such as cabinet fronts without handles 

 � Easy to clean
 � On trend

YOUR BENEFITS

YOUR BENEFITS

PerfectSense Gloss Lacquered Boards 

PerfectSense Matt Lacquered Boards
Protective film

Sealant

Top lacquering coat 

Primer

MDF board

Impregnated decorative paper

Impregnated decorative paper

Product structure

Scan the decor code using the App.

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions. 3736

PerfectSense Lacquered Boards

80 % material from  
renewable resources
20 % material from fossile 
resources

67 % by-products from  
the sawmill industry
33 % fresh resources
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The elegant finish of PerfectSense Matt (PM) is also 
available in laminates as PerfectSense Topmatt (PT), 
providing added wear resistance and durability for 
horizontal,  high-traffic applications, without sacrific-
ing design.

Matching ABS edge banding is available for all 
PerfectSense lacquered boards, along with matching 
laminates to achieve a continuous room/decor 
concept.

 � PerfectSense Gloss (PG) UV lacquered MDF 
boards are available in laminates as HighGloss 
(HG). Gloss levels may vary slightly between PG 
and HG.

 � PerfectSense Matt (PM) UV lacquered 
MDF boards are available in laminates as 
PerfectSense Topmatt (PT).

Our two-tone Doppia edge banding (PMMA) options 
can turn any piece of furniture into a design feature. 
Together with the PerfectSense Matt or Gloss 
surfaces, this accent edge banding creates the 
illusion of real glass.

In Perfect Harmony

Creating Accents

 � Suitable for horizontal and vertical use 
 � Ultra-matte, satiny-smooth surface with scratch and 

fingerprint resistance 
 � Available in the same decors as all PerfectSense 

Matt lacquered boards

YOUR BENEFITS

PerfectSense Matt Lacquered Board  
U999 PM

PerfectSense Matt Edge Banding 
(ABS) U999 PM

PerfectSense Topmatt Laminate  
U999 PT

PerfectSense Gloss Lacquered Board  
U999 PG

PerfectSense Gloss Edge Banding 
(ABS) U999 PG

HighGloss Laminate  
U999 HG

Accent Edge Banding
U8807 PM

PerfectSense Matt
U999 PM

© Schwebius Gestaltung

  For more details visit www.egger.com/PT

F641 PT
For more details visit
www.egger.com/doppia

Scan the decor code using the App.

PerfectSense Topmatt Laminates

38
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As our world becomes increasingly digital and 
virtual, we look for ways to ground ourselves 
through design. The feel of an object gains 
greater significance, so particular attention 
is given to our textures and surfaces. The 
harmonious texture that complements a 
decor image completes the overall design. 
With expressiveness, character, depth and 
naturalness, we come as close as possible to the 
original material, so you can deliver exceptional 
projects to delight your customers.

Textures
Surfaces

&

40

Experience our textures and surfaces in the App 
1.  Launch the EGGER Decorative Collection App on 

your smartphone or tablet. 
2.  Scan any texture code in the collection. 
3.  Access your selected texture and coordinating 

decors. 
4.  View the entire board image, as well as 3D views.
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Only the right texture makes a woodgrain reproduction stand 
out. Our woodgrain textures are created with matte and gloss 
effects, gently brushed pores, soft hollows or a lively natural 
appearance.

Thanks to a synchronization between the texture and woodgrain 
pattern of the decor image, our embossed-in-register (EIR) 
Feelwood textures offer a look and feel that rivals veneers or real 
wood. Capturing the authentic character of the original material, 

Feelwood decors offer the added advantages of durable TFL or 
laminate surface, including wear and fade resistance.

 
Scan the texture code using the App.

Woodgrain Textures Feelwood Textures

ST33  
Feelwood Crafted

ST10  
Deepskin Rough

ST12  
Omnipore Matt

An authentic texture for natural and rustic decors, such 
as solid wood reproductions.

A graceful distribution of wood pores with various sizes 
and depth gives this surface a natural appearance. A 
light sub-texture provides a velvet touch.

ST19  
Deepskin Excellent

ST22  
Deepskin Linear

The matte-gloss finish of this linear texture produces 
a dramatic but natural effect. On lightly-planked wood 
reproductions, it appears synchronized. On solid colors, 
it creates the look of lacquered wood.

This texture adds authenticity to linear woodgrain 
decors, with matte and gloss elements.

ST28  
Feelwood Nature

Synchronized with the decor print of the Gladstone Oak 
series, this texture emphasizes the decors’ sandblasted 
character.

ST37  
Feelwood Rift

The interplay of matte and gloss effects, combined with 
the soft-brushed grain of Tossini Elm, creates a beautiful, 
reflective finish, resulting in a natural look that shines 
with a pearlescent effect.

Featuring deep, tactile cracks, this texture synchronizes 
with Halifax Oak to showcase the authentic look and feel 
of a solid wood surface.
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Decors achieve their greatest impact when paired with the most 
appropriate texture.

Matte and High-Gloss Surfaces

HG 
HighGloss

PM 
PerfectSense Matt

PG 
PerfectSense Gloss

PT 
PerfectSense Topmatt

A laminate surface with exceptional gloss levels, well 
suited for solid colors and coordinating with premium 
woodgrain decors. 

This ultra-matte surface is a tactile delight, soft and 
satiny to the touch – but also scratch and fingerprint 
resistant.

PerfectSense Gloss has a striking, reflective nature that 
creates a luxurious mirror-like finish.

Designed to match our PerfectSense Matt UV lacquered 
MDF boards, this laminate solution offers an ultra-matte, 
fingerprint resistant surface that is suitable for horizontal 
or high-traffic applications.

ST9 
Smoothtouch Matt

ST14 
Smoothtouch Velvet

Perfect for both solid colors and woodgrains, with a 
natural matte finish.

An elegant pearlescent texture suitable for use on solid 
colors as well as woodgrains, this texture provides a 
durable, easy-care surface.
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Design trends seldom come with clear 
guidelines. As “Mix+Match” design looks grow 
in popularity, so does the diversity of design 
themes. Our decor experts have curated 
these new trend worlds to group decors in our 
collection, providing added inspiration for your 
design concepts.

Trend
Worlds

Discover all trend worlds at 
www.egger.com/trend-worlds

Scan decor codes using the App.
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The Modern Classics trend world features popular 
classics with a modern twist. It includes our best-
selling woodgrain decors, such as those in the 
maple, cherry and oak families. With a natural, yet 
modern appearance, the color scheme has been 

redesigned to pair beautifully with modern materials 
and colors. These decors are perfect for projects that 
need to stand the test of time. 

Popular Classics with a Modern Twist

*Decor is also available in other textures.

H1701 ST33

H3453 ST22

H3791 ST12

H3309 ST28

H3157 ST12

H3078 ST22

H1424 ST22

H3790 ST12

H1210 ST33

Scan decor codes using the App.
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H1212 ST33

H3710 ST12

H3043 ST12

H3326 ST28

H3041 ST12

H3090 ST22

H3158 ST19

H3042 ST12

H1288 ST19H3198 ST19

The future is more tangible than ever. Technical and 
digital developments have made amazing progress. 
The Future Retro trend world brings together past 
and present. As we look toward the increasing 
connectivity and digitalization on the horizon, we are 
simultaneously drawn to comforting reminders of the 
past, particularly the warmth of the 50s and 60s. We 

recognize this trend by integrating classic materials–
marble, textile and walnut–into our Future Retro 
decors. Modern reproductions and natural textures, 
such as the new ST19 Deepskin Excellent texture, are 
also included, for combination with rediscovered 
classics like black or metal.

Scan decor codes using 
the App.

The Combination of Past and Future

*Decor is also available in other textures.
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H3180 ST37

H3325 ST28 F416 ST10

H1181 ST37

H3794 STST12

H1180 ST37

U606 ST9

The Pure Nature trend world reflects the continuing 
popularity of authentic wood types and handmade 
products in modern design. The deep, embossed-
in-register (EIR) Feelwood decors suit this look, with 

their tactile and convincingly natural character. 
Cracks are noticeable and knots are deepened.

Scan decor codes using the App.

Where Authenticity is Desired

*Decor is also available in other textures.
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Perfect Imperfections finds the perfect in the 
imperfect. In design, the irregular elements add 
character and authenticity to a space. Cracks, 
splinters, weathering and saw marks are used 
intentionally in these decors for emotional appeal 

and a natural appearance. Texture gains significance 
in our increasingly virtual world. Well-worn looks or 
industrial styles combine with calm and straight-
lined designs in this trend world.

Scan decor codes  
using the App.

Perfection Meets Emotion

*Decor is also available in other textures.

H3176 ST37 H1331 ST10H1486 ST22

H1145 ST10
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H3335 ST28

H1291 ST19

H1222 ST33

F641 ST10

H1290 ST19

H3197 ST19

H1176 ST37

H3195 ST19

H3196 ST19

F638 ST10

F637 ST10

F422 ST10

The Light Urban trend world recognizes the 
increasing role of urbanization, where small living 
spaces demand innovative use of space and trend 
toward minimalistic, Scandinavian design. Light 

colors, neutral combinations and cool materials, 
such as metal and concrete capture the trend of 
urban charm.

Scan decor codes 
using the App.

Urban Design Charm

*Decor is also available in other textures.
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H3182 ST37

H3081 ST22

H1221 ST33

H1220 ST33

H1292 ST19

U899 ST9

H3342 ST28

H3199 ST19

U999 ST19

Our Black Options trend world celebrates the 
beauty of black, with variations in tone and texture 
to create surprising differentiation within a single 
color. Black is back in design, both in accessories 
such as handles and metal frames, but also on large 
surfaces, creating contrast in ultra-modern designs. 
But how much black can one room take? That’s 

where variety is key. High-gloss and perfectly matte 
surfaces allow even the darkest solid color to look 
entirely different. From “almost black” to true black, 
solids to woodgrains, and high gloss to ultra matte, 
you’ll be surprised at the many facets of black.

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions. 59

Scan decor codes using the App.

The Wide Spectrum of Black

*Decor is also available in other textures.
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Matte surfaces create emotion with a very subtle, 
textured feel, making a certain natural effect possible 
for solid colors. The lacquered PerfectSense Matt 
creates a high-quality, inviting look and feel on 

solid decors, as well as on material reproductions. 
Additionally, the surface provides impressive wear 
resistance. 

All decors shown and mentioned are reproductions. 61

Scan decor codes using the App.

Seductive Matte Designs

*Decor is also available 
in other textures.

W1000 PM

U727 PM

U961 PM

W1100 PM

U708 PM

U999 PM

U702 PM

U732 PM

U599 PMF812 PM

F627 PM
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Experience the Variety of the
EGGER Decorative Collection

Decors & textures in the App
1.  Launch the EGGER Decorative Collection App on your 

smartphone or tablet. 
2.  Scan any decor and texture code. 
3.  Access your selected texture and coordinating decors. 
4.  View the entire board image, as well as 3D views.

 

W954 ST14
White

W1050 ST14
Coastal White

U779 ST14
Fog Grey

W1000 ST14
Premium White

W1100 ST9
Alpine White

U779 ST9
Fog Grey

U108 ST14
Vanilla Yellow

U104 ST14
Alabaster White

U702 ST9
Cashmere Grey

Solid Colors
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U727 ST9
Stone Grey

U201 ST9
Pebble Grey

U752 ST9
Umbra Grey

U767 ST9
Cubanit Grey

U740 ST9
Dark Taupe

U765 ST14
Silver Grey

U750 ST9
Taupe Grey

U795 ST9
Brown Grey

U599 ST9
Indigo Blue

Solid Colors

U960 ST9
Onyx Grey

U732 ST9
Dust Grey

U899 ST9
Soft Black

U961 ST9
Graphite Grey

U606 ST9
Forest Green

U999 ST19
Black

U999 ST14
Black

U963 ST9
Diamond Grey

Solid Colors
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U7081 ST9
Solid Light Grey

W1101 ST9
Solid Alpine White

U9631 ST9
Solid Diamond Grey

U7021 ST9
Solid Cashmere Grey

W1001 HG
Solid Premium White

U8991 ST9
Solid Soft Black

Laminates with Colored Core 

H1180 ST37
Natural Halifax Oak

H3325 ST28
Tobacco Gladstone Oak

H1701 ST33
White Tossini Elm

H3335 ST28
White Gladstone Oak

H3326 ST28
Grey-Beige Gladstone Oak

H1210 ST33
Grey-Beige Tossini Elm

H3309 ST28
Sand Gladstone Oak

H3342 ST28
Sepia Gladstone Oak

H1222 ST33
Fox Grey Tossini elm

Feelwood
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H1212 ST33
Brown Tossini Elm

H1176 ST37
White Halifax Oak

H3180 ST37
Brown Halifax Oak

H1220 ST33
Hazelnut Tossini Elm

H1181 ST37
Tobacco Halifax Oak

H3182 ST37
Black Halifax  Oak

H1221 ST33
Espresso Tossini Elm

H3176 ST37
Pewter Halifax Oak

Feelwood

H1815 ST14
Hardrock Maple

H1959 ST14
Chocolate Pearwood

H1816 ST14
Natural Maple

H1958 ST14
Amber Pearwood

H3083 ST14
Espresso 

Wood Reproductions
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H3084 ST14
Floral Mahogany

H3090 ST22
Shorewood

H1424 ST22
Fineline Cream

H3453 ST22
Lava Grey Fleetwood

H1145 ST10
Natural Bardolino Oak

H3078 ST22
White Havana Pine

H1486 ST22
Pasadena Pine

H1331 ST10
Grey Santa Fe Oak

H3081 ST22
Black Havana Pine

Wood Reproductions

H3195 ST19
White Fineline

H3198 ST19
Dark Grey Fineline

H1288 ST19
Stone Grey Frozen Wood

H3196 ST19
Light Grey Fineline

H3199 ST19
Amber Fineline

H1291 ST19
Grey Frozen Wood

H3197 ST19
Medium Grey Fineline

H1290 ST19
White Frozen Wood

H1292 ST19
Carbon Frozen Wood

Wood Reproductions
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H3157 ST12
Vicenza Oak

H3791 ST12
Auburn Carini Walnut

H3041 ST12
Natural Eucalyptus

H3158 ST19
Grey Vicenza Oak

H3710 ST12
Natural Carini Walnut

H3042 ST12
Warm Grey Eucalyptus

H3790 ST12
Honey Carini Walnut

H3794 ST12
Chocolate Carini Walnut

H3043 ST12
Dark Brown Eucalyptus

Wood Reproductions

F422 ST10
White Linen

F638 ST10
Chromix Silver

F416 ST10
Beige Textile

F641 ST10
Chromix Anthracite

F637 ST10
White Chromix

Material Reproductions
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U961 PG
Graphite Grey

U732 HG
Dust Grey

W1000 HG
Premium White

U961 PM
Graphite Grey

U999 HG
Black

W1100 HG
Alpine White

U961 PT
Graphite Grey

PerfectSense Gloss & HighGloss

W1000 PT
Premium White

U727 PT
Stone Grey

W1100 PT
Alpine White

U599 PT
Indigo Blue

U702 PT
Cashmere Grey

U708 PT
Light Grey

U732 PT
Dust Grey

PerfectSense Matt & PerfectSense Topmatt
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U999 PT
Black

F627 PT
Dark Steel

F812 PT
White Levanto Marble

PerfectSense Matt & PerfectSense Topmatt



www.egger.com

Product Support Hotline

t 844.977.0053
usa@egger.com
egger.com/sales-reps

EGGER Wood Products, LLC

300 Egger Parkway
Linwood, NC 27299
t 844.977.0053
usa@egger.com
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